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Highlights

• Words can be considered as tools to perform actions (Words As social Tools, WAT).
• Abstract concepts acquisition is strongly shaped by social and linguistic experience.
• Abstract concepts recruit linguistic (oral motor system) and social brain areas.
• Abstract concepts are affected by differences between spoken languages.
• Abstract concepts are grounded in interoception and metacognition.
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Abstract 

The paper introduces a new perspective on abstract concepts (e.g. “freedom”) and their associate 

words representation, the Words As social Tools (WAT) view. Traditional theories conceptualize 

language as a way to index referents, a shortcut to access meaning, or a way to access meaning 

through words associations. WAT goes beyond these theories by identifying additional functions of 

words and language: words are tools helping us to perform actions and change the state of our 

social environment, and language is a means to improve our thought abilities, to control our 

behavior and plays a predictive role, helping us to form categories. Most importantly, WAT 

proposes that language and sociality - along with interoceptive and metacognitive processes - are 

key for the grounding of abstract concepts (ACs) that are more complex, variable, and more 

detached from perceptual and motor experience than concrete concepts (CCs). We highlight four 

tenets of WAT and discuss each of them in light of recent evidence: a. acquisition: compared to 

concrete concepts, the acquisition of abstract concepts relies more on social and linguistic inputs; b. 

brain representation: abstract concepts recruit more linguistic and social brain areas; c. mouth 

activation: due to the relevance of language for representing them, abstract concepts activate more 

the oral motor system; d. linguistic variability: abstract concepts are more affected by differences 

between spoken languages. We discuss evidence supporting these four tenets of WAT, and its 

advantages and limitations compared to other views on abstract concepts. Finally, we outline a 

conceptual proposal that specifies how internal models supporting the representation and 

processing of ACs can be grounded on interoceptive, metacognitive, social, and linguistic 

experience. 

 

Keywords: abstract concepts, abstract words, embodied cognition, inner grounding, inner speech, 

grounded cognition, language, social cognition, word acquisition, interoception, metacognition 
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1. Introduction 

 

“When I cannot see words curling like rings of smoke round me I am in darkness—I am nothing.”  

 Virginia Woolf, The Waves 

 

The capability for abstract thought is one of the hallmarks of our species. Strikingly, however, 

despite much research on abstract thought and its neural correlates, we still lack a comprehensive 

framework to understand this multifaceted phenomenon.  The aim of this paper is to outline a novel 

theory on the neural and mental representation of abstract concepts (from now on ACs). Providing a 

convincing account of ACs has become particularly urgent due to the recent spread of embodied 

and grounded views of cognition (e.g.[1] ): while these approaches have provided robust evidence 

that concrete concepts are grounded in perception and action systems, it is still unclear how ACs 

can be similarly explained - given that  they are more complex and less directly related to sensorial 

experience (review: [2]). Explaining ACs represents a difficult challenge, as they are quite 

heterogeneous and include for example numbers, social concepts, mental states. Below we will first 

clarify what we mean by ACs and then present our proposal and discuss its empirical basis in light 

of recent evidence collected either in our lab or in other labs. Finally, we will compare WAT to 

other theories of ACs, highlighting its strengths and limitations as well as its ability to cover the 

variety of ACs. 

 

From abstraction to abstractness.  

Abstraction. To some extent, all concepts are the product of an abstraction process [3]. For 

example, the concept of “chair” abstracts from the single characteristics of specific chairs. 
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Abstraction is even more prominent if we consider superordinate concepts, such as “animal” or 

“furniture”. However, during the processing of superordinate concepts as “animals” we likely 

activate a collection of instances like cats, elephants, etc., the referents of which are clearly concrete 

entities [4], [5], [6]). This is not the case for ACs.   

Abstractness. This paper focuses on abstractness, a kind of abstraction that goes beyond collections 

of instances, to encompass various kinds of ACs. Abstractness concerns knowledge domains that 

are less spatio-temporally bounded and cannot be fully tracked with exteroceptive senses 

alone. Prototypical examples of abstract concepts are “fantasy”, “freedom” and “justice”.  

Characterizing ACs as a unitary kind, however, is a difficult task. ACs come indeed in a great 

variety: they span from emotional to numerical concepts, and include concepts as diverse as social 

roles, mental states, institutional and temporal concepts.  

Despite this heterogeneity, ACs still share some commonalities. Compared to concrete concepts 

(CCs), ACs are [7] a. more complex: they typically “capture complex configurations of physical 

and mental events” [8]; b. more detached from physical experience, although they might also 

activate perceptual modalities [9] and interoceptive experience [10] [11]; c. more variable, both 

across and within participants, in different situations.  

 

Multiple representation space, not dichotomy. In our view, CCs and ACs are not opposed in a 

dichotomous way [12]; a multidimensional space exists, in which different concepts are distributed 

as a function of their similarity along different dimensions [13], one of which is 

abstractness/concreteness, arranged along a continuum. Indeed any one concept includes a 

combination both of concrete and abstract information: for example, a credit card has a concrete, 

physical referent, but its exchange value can be hardly reduced to the material object it refers to. 

The distinction abstractness/concreteness is however too simplified [14], because of the high 
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correlations between abstractness/concreteness and other variables. For example, 

concreteness is highly correlated, even if not equivalent, to imageability [15]. In a recent 

rating study Villani, Lugli, Liuzza and Borghi (submitted; under review), demonstrated that 

more abstract concepts obtain higher scores in linguistic rather than perceptual acquisition 

(Modality of Acquisition, MoA) [16], [17], in social metacognition (feeling that the 

contribution of others is crucial to let us understand the word meaning) [18], and are 

evaluated as acquired later than CCs. Hence, abstractness is highly correlated with linguistic 

MoA, social metacognition, late Age of Acquisition (AoA). Concreteness is instead highly 

correlated with Body-Object-Interaction [19],[20] imageability[21], [22], context 

availability[23].   

 

Concepts and words. Where possible we will distinguish between “concepts” and “word meanings”. 

Collapsing “concepts” and “word meanings” would be a mistake: conceptual representations might 

exist, that do not have a corresponding word. Furthermore, the use of linguistic labels changes the 

underlying concepts: for example, it has been shown that word use influences perception of 

objects/entities, and renders categories more compact and discrete ([24], [25] [26]). Even though 

this distinction is important and we will try where possible to stick to it, in some cases it is difficult 

to maintain, because most studies on concepts, with the exception of those on prelinguistic infants 

and with artificial categories, make use of linguistic stimuli. Furthermore, consider that all human 

concepts are likely strongly influenced to some extent by our faculty to use language.1 

 

                                                           
1 We will not consider concepts of non-human animals. Even if they might be able to represent 
some ACs, as “same/different” [27], the human capability for abstractness overcomes that of other 
animals at a qualitative and quantitative level, likely due to the influence of language. 
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Concepts kinds. While multiple kinds of ACs exist, in many cases so far they have been 

considered as a unitary whole (see for exceptions[28] [29] [30] [31], not exhaustive list). The 

number of papers focusing on specific abstract concepts (e.g. emotion, numbers etc.) is 

increasing, but a careful and fine-grained investigation of the different kinds of ACs, and of 

their representation, is currently missing [32], with the exception of a few attempts.  

These studies suggest that different kinds of ACs (e.g. numbers, mental states), might rely on 

at least partially different cognitive mechanisms. For example, Villani, Lugli, Liuzza and 

Borghi [under review, submitted] found that different mechanisms and dimensions subtended 

grounding of four different kinds of ACs: ACs referring to space-time, math, and physics (e.g. 

“reflex”, “space”, “symptom”) were characterized by high scores in concreteness and 

imageability and low scores in inner grounding (emotion, interoception, metacognition), ACs 

related to self, social relationship and social institutions (e.g. “charm”, “politeness”, 

“conflict”, “separation”) were characterized by inner grounding, sensorimotor features and 

concreteness, emotional and inner states ACs (e.g. “uncertainty”, “irritation”, “instinct”) 

were characterized especially by inner grounding. Finally, philosophical and spiritual ACs 

(e.g. “value”, “principle”, “mystery”) were not grounded in any of these dimensions. Desai et 

al.[33]  performed a meta-analysis on four types of abstract concepts (numerical and 

emotional concepts, morality judgments and theory of mind), examining their similarities and 

differences through meta-analyses. They demonstrated that all ACs they examined activated 

areas overlapping those of CCs, in line with a grounded approach. They also demonstrated 

similarities in the activations of morality and theory of mind concepts, which engage areas 

related to social and episodic memories or to emotions and imagery. The distinction between 

abstract concepts in terms of the features they activate has also been highlighted by a recent 

study with a feature production task [34]. These examples show that it is difficult to argue 
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that a single mechanism can account for the representation of all ACs. In sum: we propose 

that, while all ACs are characterized to a larger extent than CCs by linguistic experience, 

social metacognition, and inner grounding, these mechanisms might have a more or less 

relevant role depending on the kind of ACs we consider. 

 

2.The WAT proposal: the theory 

 

2.1. WAT in a nutshell: the main tenets 

 

WAT adopts an embodied and grounded (EG) approach to cognition ([35] [1] [36],[30] [37] [38] 

[39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44]; for possible limitations of this approach see[45] [46]): we assume 

that conceptualization is based on re-use and exploitation of mechanisms and structures 

characteristics of the more basic systems supporting perception and action [47] [48] [49]).  

In our view both CCs (e.g. “book”) and ACs (e.g. “justice”) re-enact previous multimodal 

experiences with their referents (simulations) – for example the visual, tactile, acoustic and 

emotional experience of reading a “book”, or the multimodal experience of “justice” (see below). 

Since the brain is a powerful predictive machine that guides our interactions with the world, 

simulations play a predictive role: re-enacting previous experiences with objects/entities helps us 

recognize and interact with them).  

EG views have inspired research demonstrating that concepts are grounded in perceptual and motor 

systems and that words are not arbitrarily linked to their referents but point to them. This 

“referential” approach has played a crucial role in contrasting propositional views leading to the 

increasing popularity of EG views. However, most evidence on the grounding of concepts is still 
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limited to CCs. Furthermore, in our view this referential approach does not fully recognize what 

shown by philosophers since Wittgenstein [50], i.e. that meaning depends on practice [51].  

 

To represent the potentialities of language WAT adopts the metaphor of words as tools. The 

metaphor is not new (e.g.[52]): Wittgenstein [50] who introduced it, viewed words as tools in a 

toolbox that can be combined and used in multiple ways; their meaning differs depending on 

the “language game” of which they are part. In line with and extending Wittgenstein’s view, 

WAT extends the EG approach considering words not only as pointers that indicate referents, but 

as social instruments to perform actions with objects and others ([53], [54], [55]) and as powerful 

means to improve thought processes ([52], [56], [57]). Words are tools to perform actions and 

change the state of our social environment. They are tools for shaping the state of our external 

environment, modifying our relationships with other people. Studies of pragmatics have shown that 

sentences as “You are married” can be considered as actions that change the status of the 

relationship between people ([58], [59]). But this is not the whole story. Using a label to refer to a 

category can change the way in which we perceive the external environment. When perceptual 

inputs are noisy, hearing words can lead our visual system to generate predictions that facilitate 

their perception and recognition ([55], [60]). Furthermore, using words can modify the way in 

which we represent a category. For example, using the word “car” can help to render the category 

of cars more compact, and it can contribute to a better perception of the category members. This is 

true also for inner states: using the word “boredom” can help us better track our internal state in a 

specific moment. We propose that, although this phenomenon occurs for both concrete and abstract 

words, it is particularly pronounced for abstract words. Furthermore, words are tools that shape the 

state of our own brains/minds: we will argue that the use of inner speech helps us to refine our 

thoughts. Hence, words are tools to perform action modifying the state of our social environment, 
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and are tools that change the state of our inner processes, helping us formulate predictions and 

facilitating perception, categorization, and thought. As such they are also tools for shaping the 

internal state of our minds/brains. We choose the acronym WAT, “Words As social Tools” to 

emphasize this very fact. Starting from this framework, our proposal on ACs has four specific 

tenets.  

 

(1). Social and linguistic acquisition of ACs. The acquisition of and CCs and ACs follows different 

trajectories. While CCs are typically created by grouping members that are perceptually similar, 

members of ACs are instead heterogeneous. As a consequence, the social and linguistic input is 

more important to bind them together.  

Although many CCs are also acquired in a social/linguistic context, we claim that the role of 

language and the importance of others for the acquisition of CCs is less relevant than for ACs, 

because of the frequent presence of the referent of CCs, which is typically single, bounded and 

easy to identify. Similarly, when we read, hear or use a CC we might easily re-activate its 

referent, while this process might be more complex in the case of ACs. This difficulty might 

induce us to use inner speech. 

More specifically, we hypothesize that the formation of ACs relies on two important, previously 

developed abilities: a. the capability to form flexible categories, ascribing the same referent to 

different categories - for example, ad-hoc and goal derived categories ([61], [62]), or categories 

formed on the basis of a common goal, whose members are not necessarily perceptually similar. An 

example of ad-hoc category is “things to bring to the camping place”, which can include items as 

diverse as pets, books, and toothbrushes (see also “slot-filler categories”, [63], [64]); b. the 

capability to make use of social competences, as those involved in joint attention and joint action 

([65]).  
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(2). Brain representation of ACs. We contend that the brain representation of CCs and ACs is 

partially different. While both activate sensorimotor networks, linguistic and social cognition 

networks are more activated by ACs.  

 

(3). Mouth activation with ACs. From an embodied viewpoint, concepts are grounded in the 

modalities, and in the same perceptual and motor systems that support their acquisition. Given that 

ACs are acquired socially and linguistically, their embodied counterpart is the activation of the 

mouth ([66], [67], [68]). We propose that the sub-vocal pronunciation of words ([69]) is more 

pronounced in the case of ACs processing, because of the importance of language for their 

representation. We hypothesize that, the more abstract and complex concepts are, the more we 

would develop the metacognitive awareness of the limits of our knowledge. We would therefore 

need to use inner speech to retrieve and re-tell to ourselves the word meaning, or to prepare 

ourselves to ask the word meaning to others ([18]). Crucially, we propose that the activation of 

inner speech is not simply a side-effect ([70]), but that it is constitutive of ACs processing, as 

suggested by evidence with interference paradigms that we review later.2 

(4). Language diversity and ACs. While all concepts are shaped by natural languages, we propose 

that the influence of linguistic diversity is more marked in the case of ACs, since linguistic 

experience plays a major role in their representation ([72]).  

 

                                                           
2 The mouth motor system can be activated also for CCs the content of which directly refers 
to mouth actions, such as food concepts or concepts directly related to discourse (e.g. “talk”) 
[71]. We however contend that the mechanisms subtending such activation differ: while in the 
latter case the mouth activation is evoked re-enacting a situation (for example that of eating), 
in the case of ACs it is functional to the search and retrieval of word meaning. Further 
research is needed in order to find fine-grained ways to distinguish between the mouth 
activation led by these different mechanisms. 
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The importance of language and sociality for ACs is due to many reasons. Firstly, the diversity of 

ACs members might generate different hypotheses on the conceptual content; a unifying label can 

thus work as a sort of “glue” keeping sparse experiences together, contributing to reduce the 

working memory overload linked to the generation of many hypotheses. Second, linguistic and 

social inputs are crucial for the acquisition of ACs, since that lack of concrete referents makes 

perceptual learning harder. Explanations of experts (parents, authorities and experts in the field, and 

even electronic or written resources) are fundamental to capture the meaning of ACs. Finally, 

because ACs are complex and their exemplars heterogeneous, we may need to engage (largely 

unconsciously) in inner speech to re-enact their acquisition and to accompany inner (metacognitive) 

brain operations, or we may prepare ourselves to ask the word meaning to competent others. Both 

actual dialogue and inner speech recruit the phono-articulatory system and mouth activation - which 

then may become fundamental for the embodiment of ACs3.  

 

It should now be clear that WAT focuses on the mechanisms that underlie the formation and use of 

ACs ([2]). This focus on mechanisms leads to specific predictions: the more abstract concepts are, 

the more they are innerly grounded and the more they engage linguistic and social brain areas and 

recruit the mouth effector. Overall, we maintain that, beyond being grounded in perception and 

action, ACs are also grounded in linguistic and social experience and in inner experiences 

(interoception, metacognition). Specifically, we propose that, compared to CCs, 1) the 

acquisition and representation of ACs is fundamentally tied to linguistic and social 

experience; and 2) their grounding is more dependent on "inner" processes of two kinds: 

interoceptive signals that come from within the body, and metacognitive processes that 

                                                           
3 When we refer to language we do not imply that experiential information is translated into amodal, 
propositional symbols. We focus instead on the linguistic experience, embodied and grounded. 
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monitor own cognitive processing as opposed to, for example, perceptual processes that are 

sensitive to the environment outside the organism. 

In what follows we will discuss each tenet in light of recent evidence. Then we will sketch the 

processes that might lead to the formation of ACs and CCs adopting a Bayesian framework.  

 

3. The WAT proposal: evidence 

 

In this section we will discuss evidence that either directly test WAT, or reaches conclusions in 

keeping with it. We will separately discuss evidence related to each of the four tenets (see Table 1).  

 

3.1. Social and linguistic acquisition of ACs  

 

We will illustrate here evidence on infants, children, and adults that supports the idea that social and 

linguistic experience is crucial for ACs acquisition.  

 

3.1.1. Infants: the beginning of comprehension 

 

Six- and seven-months-olds already know the meaning of CCs, as they readily understand words 

for food (“banana”) and body parts (“hand”). Knowledge of the meaning of ACs, instead, develops 

later. In a study investigating the comprehension of abstract words (e.g. ‘‘eat,’’ ‘‘wet,’’, “all gone”, 

‘‘hi’’) parents were required to name one of two events in a video, while infants watched ([73]). 

From 10-13-months of age, infants watched the video significantly more than chance level; 

crucially, their performance increased dramatically at 14 months, not only with CCs but also with 

ACs.  
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These data open two alternative possibilities: a. children need to master a richer vocabulary to 

understand ACs: this is supported by mother-child interactions data showing that mothers tend to 

use ACs when their referents are absent; b. at 10 and 14 months children develop social abilities 

that allow them to learn ACs. Indeed, between 9 and 10 months infants refine their capability to 

follow others’ gaze ([74], [75]) and to follow hands of others manipulating objects ([76]), while at 

14 months joint attention capabilities are mature ([77], [78]).  

Common to both explanations is the idea that partially different mechanisms underlie early and late 

word learning. Since ACs are acquired later than CCs, they might benefit from the developed social 

or linguistic competences, or from both. Studies conducted on toddlers support both claims.  

 

3.1.2. Toddlers: flexibility in referential and social competence 

 

After 14 months of age the social abilities of children develop greatly. 14-month-olds respond 

differently to adult’s excited gaze direction depending on what he/she had previously seen ([79]). 

15-month-olds expect other people to search for an object where they had previously seen it ([80]).  

The ability to follow gaze direction emerges soon ([81]), but only between 12 and 18 months 

children become aware of what others see and know ([82]). This is clear from evidence by 

Tomasello and Haberl [83] who had a child, an assistant and an adult playing together with two 

toys. Then the adult went away and a third toy appeared; when the adult came back and said 

excitedly “Look at that one!”; both 12- and 18-month-olds correctly referred the expression to the 

novel object.  

At 15 months the dependence on joint attentional scaffolding provided by adults starts to decline 

([84]), and the engagement with the object referent and with the speaker becomes progressively less 

crucial for word learning. 24-month-olds can use the social context to determine whether to attach a 
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novel label to a hidden object rather than to a novel object. If the experimenter indicates that she 

made a mistake in using a label, 18- and 24-month-olds associate the novel label with the second 

object/action they see ([85] [86]). From 18 months children became increasingly sensitive to the 

social context: for example, they distinguish whether adults pronouncing a label in great excitement 

on the phone refer to the object they are playing with or not ([87]). Children are thus able to flexibly 

dissociate the category from its referent, taking into account the social input.  

18 month-olds also start to learn new words while listening to conversations ([88]); this capability is 

likely related to the vocabulary spurt, occurring around 18 months, but continues to develop. By 24 

months children learn nouns, by 30 months new verbs through overhearing [89]); they learn new 

words even when distracted by interesting toys ([90]). 

Later, at the ages of 2 and 3 children become sensitive to linguistic cues linked to referents that are 

common ground between speaker and listener: for example, when asked to get “the X” (definite 

article) they are more likely to choose the shared object than when asked to get “a X” ([91]).  

 

In sum, in their 2nd and 3rd year, toddlers develop a rich body of linguistic and social abilities: the 

ability to flexibly use labels, progressively disengaging from the presence of the referent; the ability 

to learn through overhearing; the sensitivity to the social context and to linguistic cues referring to 

common ground elements. We propose that these abilities are not only related to linguistic 

development in general but specifically to the acquisition of ACs, since the referent of ACs is either 

not present or not a perceptually identifiable object. In line with this view, below we review work 

showing that social and linguistic cues become progressively more relevant for word acquisition. 

 

3.1.3. From toddlers to preschool children: the Emergentist Coalition Model 
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The relative importance of perceptual and social cues in word acquisition was investigated in order 

to test the Emergentist Coalition Model ([92], [93],[94]), according to which different processes 

characterize early and later stages of word learning. In a typical experiment, children at different 

stages of the word acquisition process – 12-13, 19-20 and 24-25 months – were presented with two 

objects; the experimenter named either an interesting or a boring object. Even if they were able to 

detect eye-gaze, 12-month-olds learned the name only when it applied to the perceptually salient 

object; 19-month-olds were able to overcome perceptual salience and learned the name also when it 

referred to a boring toy. Older children selected referents taking into account the social input but 

were still influenced by perceptual salience.  

The conclusions these studies allow to draw are highly relevant for us. Because the social input 

becomes more crucial in the course of development, and ACs develop later than CCs, the 

acquisition of ACs is likely more influenced by social cues. WAT proposes a further related claim, 

not tested in these experiments: the social input is crucial for ACs because they are difficult to 

acquire on the basis of perceptual similarity, since their members are highly heterogeneous.  

 

3.1.4. Preschool children: Studies on testimony 

 

Literature on testimony indicates that preschool children are willing to receive clarifications by 

adults ([95]). Testimony is particularly relevant with concepts as “God” and “afterlife”, where the 

environmental inputs are insufficient ([96]). Children do not simply passively receive information 

but integrate it with their previous knowledge. The persistent use of “why questions” between 3 and 

6 years of age testifies that children consider adults as reliable sources of information ([97]). 

However, around 3-4 years they monitor the accuracy of the information they receive and the 

speakers’ competences: they prefer to obtain information from people who claim competence rather 
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than ignorance, and from people who do not show uncertainty ([98], [99], [100]). At 4-5 years, they 

even revoke their trust in familiar informants when they are not accurate, preferring more 

competent unfamiliar informants ([95]). 

 

3.1.5. From toddlers to adults: hard words and the linguistic bootstrapping hypothesis 

 

Studies on adults support the hypothesis that the acquisition of ACs occurs after a certain amount of 

CCs has been acquired ([101], [102], [103]). In experiments performed by Gillette et al. [101], 

adults observed video-clips of mother-child interactions and had to guess the “mystery word” 

pronounced by the mothers when the videos were silenced. Participants’ performance reflected the 

acquisition order of words in children, and depended on concreteness rather than on word class: for 

example, the concrete verb “kiss” was acquired before the abstract noun “idea” ([104]). In a further 

experiment participants were given multiple cues to support acquisition of verbs, from visual to 

linguistic to syntactic cues; finally they were given both visual cues and syntactic and noun 

information (syntactic bootstrapping). Each condition led to a better performance than the previous 

condition. Efficient word learning was possible when multiple cues were present.  

On the basis of such evidence, Gleitman et al. ([103]) proposed a developmental pattern of word 

learning characterized by some similarities with the WAT one (syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis: 

[105]). According to it, children start acquiring easy words, as concrete concepts, through a word-

to-world mapping mechanism. However, words as perspective verbs (“chase”; “give-get”) and 

creedal verbs (“think”, “know”) cannot be learned solely on the basis of this mechanism. Gleitman 

argues that the word-to-world mapping mechanism has to be complemented by a different one. 

Once children have acquired a substantial number of words - mainly nouns, learning proceeds by 

adding structure to the original machinery, thus allowing acquisition of “hard” words. The syntactic 
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bootstrapping consists in a “probabilistic multiple cues learning process”, in which syntax and 

semantic acquisition are strictly interconnected. Lexical acquisition implies a temporally ordered 

sequence: to understand the verbs first a certain amount of nouns have to be learned. Obviously, 

syntax cannot substitute semantics, but it can help learners to narrow their hypothesis on possible 

word meanings. The crucial role played by syntax would be demonstrated by language 

development: children first speak one word at the time and do not master syntax; later the speed of 

language acquisition triples, in correspondence with learning of syntax.  

 

3.1.4. From toddlers to adults: age and modality of acquisition of ACs 

 

Many studies have shown that CCs are acquired earlier than ACs. According to Gentner ([106]), 

children first learn words with easily discoverable referents, such as proper nouns of animate 

entities and concrete nouns. Later they acquire also verbs and ACs. Gleitman et al. ([103]) claim 

instead that the “hard” words are the abstract ones, be they nouns or verbs. Here we consider 

abstract words independently from their grammatical category. In this respect, literature on Age of 

Acquisition (AoA) and Modality of Acquisition (MoA) is very informative as to the peculiarity of 

ACs acquisition, as we will show below.  

 

AoA. In AoA norms participants estimate in years when they learned a word ([107]). AoA and 

concreteness are negatively correlated; for example, in a sample of 626 Italian nouns it was 

found that earlier acquired words are typically rated as more concrete than later acquired 

ones [108]. Data indicate that only 10% of the vocabulary of 4-year-olds is composed by ACs, with 

a progressive increase with age: ACs represent 25% of 5-year-olds words and more than 40% of 12-
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year-olds vocabulary [109]). This late learning is clearly compatible with the pivotal role of 

linguistic experience for ACs.  

 

MoA. MoA ([110]) is measured by asking adults to judge whether words are mainly acquired 

perceptually (hearing, smelling or touching the word referent, e.g. “chair”), or linguistically (e.g. 

“century”). Some words are learned through both modalities, depending on the environment in 

which children grow up (e.g. “tundra”). MoA is correlated (.59) but not correspondent to AoA. 

Results show that in Grades 1-3 words are mainly acquired perceptually, in Grade 4-6 texts mainly 

through linguistic input: hence, linguistic input becomes progressively more important with age, 

and with the increase of the conceptual complexity.  

Interestingly, MoA is related to the distinction between scientific and spontaneous everyday 

concepts proposed by Vygotsky ([111]). According to the author, the adult’s guidance is critical for 

the acquisition of both, but spontaneous concepts are learned during common participation to 

everyday activities, while scientific concepts require systematic forms of instruction. In his words: 

‘‘In the scientific concepts that the child acquires in school, the relation to an object is mediated 

from the start by some other concept.’’ ([111], p. 172).  

Overall, literature on MOA indicates that linguistic acquisition modality becomes progressively 

more important with age; moreover, the input of others might be particularly crucial for scientific 

concepts, which are often more abstract. Since ACs are acquired later than CCs, the reported 

evidence implicitly suggests that language is more important for ACs acquisition.  

 

3.1.6. From children to adults: an emotion-based bootstrapping mechanism? 

Beyond language and sociality, also emotions can support ACs learning. Kousta et al. [15] have 

proposed that emotional concepts provide a bootstrapping mechanism, facilitating ACs acquisition: 
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when dealing with emotion concepts, for the first time children learn to use concepts without 

objects as referents.  

Consistently, abstract emotional abstract words are learnt earlier than abstract neutral words; and in 

an auditory lexical decision task children aged 8–9 were more accurate with abstract emotional 

words over neutral words [109]. Such effect disappeared after 9, likely because valence is not 

necessary for word learning in older children. This result is compatible with WAT, first because it 

shows that early words are grounded either in concrete referents or in interoceptive and bodily 

states, second because it supports the claim that a precondition for ACs learning is the capability to 

form flexible categories, progressively disengaged from the word-object mapping, and third 

because it indicates that the role of linguistic information becomes prominent later.  

  

3.1.7. Adults: Acquisition of ACs 

 

The role of language is not only crucial for acquisition in children but also for ACs learning in 

adults, as testified by recent evidence. In some studies mimicking word acquisition adults were 

presented with novel categories, then they were taught novel names for them ([112],[113]). 

Participants who had been taught the name and given an explanation of the word meaning were 

more accurate in a following category recognition task with ACs, but not with CCs. Participants 

who benefited from the linguistic training more were those whose initial performance with ACs was 

worse, confirming the importance of linguistic information (label and word meaning explanation) 

for building ACs. 

 

3.1.8. Acquisition of ACs: how the process might occur.  
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“If we will observe how children learn languages, we shall find that...people ordinarily show them 

the thing of which they would have them have the idea; and then repeat to them the name that 

stands for it, as ..‘sweet’,.. ‘milk’, ‘cat’...” ([114]). 

Results discussed in this section support the hypotheses that ACs and ACs learning is strongly 

constrained by the development of social abilities and the amount of experience with language. In 

the first phases of development, sensorimotor information would have a major weight in updating 

ACs representations; later, both social and linguistic information may be important and then, in 

adulthood, mostly linguistic information might assume a greater role (see Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. A sketch of the development of ACs, in which both the perceptual and social/linguistic 

input play a major role, but the distribution varies with age with an increase of the role of the 

social/linguistic input.  

 

The quote from Locke perfectly describes the first phase of word acquisition, an embodied process 

where the visual environment plays a major role. Elegant studies with head-mounted cameras by 

Smith and collaborators clearly demonstrated this (e.g.[115]). Before children start naming objects, 

visual familiarity with objects critically improves learning of name-object links. Moving in space, 

children get closer and focus on interesting objects, encoding their similarities and relations ([116]); 

these moments are optimal to map words and objects, since the referential ambiguity is highly 

reduced, and children can fully benefit from adults’ linguistic input ([117]). Robust evidence shows 

that Western-society children extend object names on the basis of shape ([118]), and this likely 

occurs because shape is grounded in action ([119]).  
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To acquire abstract words, that do not have a single object as referent, reliance on such an embodied 

and vision-based statistical learning mechanism might be too costly and the role of the social ([85]) 

and linguistic context might become more prominent ([120]), even if visualization continues to be 

crucial ([121]). ACs might then become associated not only to their referents but also to other 

words ([103]). Importantly ACs acquisition - occurring also through linguistic and social input - is 

not a disembodied process, as statistical distributional views would contend: below we report and 

discuss behavioral and fMRI evidence showing that ACs activate the oral motor system, as well as 

the acoustic system. Arguing that multiple inputs undergo the complex process of word learning, 

the model of developmental course we have traced has affinities with dynamic, system-based 

models ([122]).  

This developmental course, in which perception-action and social-linguistic input have a different 

weight depending on age and the kind of concepts, is compatible with many of the results we have 

illustrated. It is namely compatible with: a. the late acquisition of ACs, occurring after the 

vocabulary burst; b. the increased social abilities of toddlers and children, as revealed by the 

abilities in gaze following, joint acting, following others’ input, and by the increased ability of 3-4 

and 5-6-olds to attend to the competence of their information sources; c. the increased linguistic 

abilities, as that to use labels in absence of their referent, to use linguistic cues linked to referents 

that are common ground between speaker and listener, to learn through overhearing, to master 

syntax, to possess a wide vocabulary allowing children to acquire meanings linguistically.  

 

3.2. Brain representation of ACs: social and linguistic networks 

 

ACs recruit mainly linguistic and social brain areas. We will first illustrate neuroimaging results, 

then evidence on clinical populations supporting this claim.  
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3.2.1. fMRI and PET: left linguistic network 

 

fMRI and PET studies demonstrated a stronger engagement of language processing networks with 

ACs than with CCs. Two recent meta-analyses focused on brain activation show that most studies 

converge in highlighting a higher left-hemispheric activation of ACs compared to CCs, determined 

by stronger activation for ACs of the left inferior frontal areas, especially left inferior frontal gyrus 

(LIFG) (mostly pars orbitalis, Broca area), left middle temporal gyrus (LMTG) ([123]) and anterior 

superior temporal sulcus (STS) ([124])4 (see also [125], [126]).  

LIFG. LIFG is typically linked to phonological processes, lexical retrieval, verbal working memory, 

syntax, and is involved in sub-vocalizations ([127], [128], [129]. With LIFG TMS stimulations 

lexical decision is less accurate ([130]). Lesions to LIFG produce deficits in phonological and 

syntactic processes ([131]). Pars orbitalis plays an emotional-social function within the linguistic 

network of the brain ([132]).  

The activation of LIFG with ACs has been differently interpreted.  

Due to high variability and semantic difficulty of ACs, LIFG activation has been ascribed to the 

longer time in which items are kept in phonological short-term memory to be processed ([133]). 

This interpretation is compatible with the WAT hypothesis that ACs are characterized by a high 

degree of uncertainty, likely leading to a longer permanence in working memory, and that we might 

re-hearse or re-explain the word meaning through inner speech, possibly activating associate words 

([134]).  

                                                           
4 From the meta-analysis by Binder et al. [124], conducted on 120 studies, we will refer to 17 
studies on perceptual vs. verbally acquired concepts, the majority of which contrasting CCs and 
ACs. The meta-analysis by Wang et al. [123] refers to 19 fMRI and PET studies on ACs and CCs.  
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LIFG could also provide logical functions that characterize ACs. According to Shallice & Cooper, 

([135]) in order to represent them we would need to compute logical functions. On the basis of 

double dissociations found in patients, they propose that two separable systems exist: a feature-

based system, common to ACs and CCs, and an additional system specific for ACs. LIFG would 

either be the location of the semantic representation of ACs, or the system that accesses or builds 

such representations integrating representations distributed over the left prefrontal cortex. Shallice 

and Cooper [135] hence postulate a computational machinery similar, but not identical, to that used 

for syntax and semantic binding ([136], [137]). We argue instead that perceptual symbols are 

endowed with such productivity and computational power, as demonstrated by Barsalou ([35]), and 

they guarantee the ability to process ACs. Alternatively, we contend that the linguistic system can 

offer the adequate computational machinery to support ACs representation, as proposed by Dove 

([138]) but without the need of transducing linguistic experience into an amodal representation (see 

[2] for discussion).  

LIFG has also been often associated to semantic control and executive regulation.  

Finally, fMRI evidence of recruitment of LIFG (orbitalis and triangularis areas) when reading 

sentences with emotion-social and social content ([132];[139]) is clearly compatible with the WAT 

proposal of a link between linguistic and social experience in ACs.  

 

LMTG. LMTG is involved in several aspects of word processing. It is for example implied in text 

comprehension (meta-analysis: [140]), in accessing word meaning ([141]), in comprehension of 

ironic and deceitful communication ([142]). During comprehension of non-literal language it works 

like a multimodal association area within language networks ([143]). Lesions of LMTG und LPTG 

can be associated with alexia and agraphia for kanji characters ([144]). The difference between ACs 
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and CCs in LMTG activation has been associated to the use of different retrieval strategies, rather 

than to different representations ([145]).  

 

LSTS. LSTS is engaged during phonological processing and social perception (e.g. face processing, 

ToM). A meta-analysis with PET and fMRI studies showed different sensitivity of its subregions to 

language and non-language materials  ([146])5. A more focused meta-analysis ([147]) revealed that 

the anterior STS regions were mainly recruited for speech processing, posterior regions for motion 

processing, AV integration, and face processing. Importantly, the functionality of this area can be 

determined by the coactivation with other brain areas: when co-activated with inferior frontal 

cortex, STS is involved in speech processing, when co-activated with medial prefrontal regions is 

involved in mentalizing.  

 

STG. Hoffman et al. ([148]) showed that, while the Anterior Temporal Lobe (ATL) was engaged 

during semantic judgments of CCs and ACs, ACs activated more strongly the Superior Temporal 

Gyrus (STG), a dorsolateral temporal area associated with acoustic experience, while CCs 

preferentially activated areas associated with visual experience.  Mellem et al. ([132]) demonstrated 

activation of both LSTS and STG based not only on linguistic material but on semantic content 

related to sociality.  

 

The circuit of activated areas is consistent with the WAT proposal that linguistic and social 

networks are crucial for ACs. fMRI and PET studies converge in showing a higher engagement of 

                                                           
5 The middle portion of this region is specialized for processing language, the posterior part, highly 
versatile, is more sensitive to non-linguistic stimuli, especially emotions. Finally, the horizontal 
portion and terminal ascending branches (ftSTS) is divided into two sections, the anterior-dorsal 
ascending branch engaged during executive functions and motor planning and highly sensitive to 
linguistic stimuli, and the horizontal stem and posterior-ventral ascending branch supporting 
semantic processing and more sensitive to non-language material. 
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LIFG, typically activated for language production, phonological processing, executive control, and 

socio-emotional contents, of STS and STG, involved in auditory processing and social cognition, 

and of MTG, typically engaged during read words comprehension and known faces recognition.  

The importance of language for ACs is confirmed by studies revealing that in elderly the processing 

advantage of concrete over ACs (concreteness effect) disappears, likely due to the slower decay of 

linguistic abilities with age compared to other abilities as visual ones (review: [149]).  

 

ATL. Another crucial area for semantic processing is ATL. Recent focus on ATL is especially 

interesting, because in the classical aphasiology there was no mention of ATL. The reason for this is 

the different vascular innervation of ATL and the classical speech areas – Brocas and Wernickes 

areas. It was never hit by a stroke. Only after semantic dementia was discovered and scrutinized in 

detail it became obvious that ATL is a crucial language region. Lambon-Ralph and collaborators 

propose a graded specialization of ATL for ACs and CCs processing [150]. Superior ATL, 

connected to primary auditory processing areas in posterior STG and specialized for semantic 

processing of auditory and verbal stimuli, when compared to pictures ([151]), is also engaged 

during ACs processing ([148]). Ventromedial ATL, engaged more when participants make semantic 

decisions to pictures relative to words, is more activated for CCs than for ACs.  

 

While the greater engagement of the verbal system for ACs is established, it is debated whether 

ACs processing is accompanied by simple linguistic rehearsal or also by semantic information.  

Scholars namely debate, whether the left inferior frontal and superior temporal regions represent 

components of a semantic system or not. Adopting an EG stance, we do not see the contrast 
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between linguistic rehearsal and semantics: in our view the simulation of the meaning could namely 

occur through linguistic rehearsal and involvement of the mouth.  

According to Sabsevitz et al. ([152]) posterior areas of frontal regions and anterior areas of temporal 

regions, more active for ACs and for non-words ([133]), concern primarily phonological working 

memory. More anterior and ventral regions of IFG, particularly the pars orbitalis, and posterior 

areas of STS, are not activated by non-words and pertain semantics.  

A different view is proposed by scholars who consider ATL the hub where semantic information 

converges and propose a graded specialization of it ([153]). In this view ATL plays a semantic role, 

IFG mostly a control function.6  

 

Beyond activating pure linguistic and social networks, WAT contends that ACs are also grounded 

in perception-action systems, as suggested by the involvement of several areas related to domains 

like attention, emotion, motor coordination (e.g. as right hemisphere regions: superior frontal gryus, 

precuneus, [154]; anterior cingulate gyrus, amygdala, parieto-occipital junction, [155]; occipital 

gyrus: [156]). Our view is also compatible with activations linked to the conceptual content. For 

example Wilson-Mendenhall et al. ([157]) demonstrated that the concept “convince” activates brain 

regions related to social cognition (e.g. medial prefrontal cortex, STS), while “arithmetic” activates 

areas related to numerical processing (e.g. bilateral intraparietal sulcus). Similarly, Mellem et al. 

[132] found activations of LIFG, STS and aSTG while processing socio-emotional and social 

contents. 

 

3.2.2. Neuropsychological syndromes and ACs 

                                                           
6  In a synonym judgment task IFG was activated with ACs, in particular when associated to 
irrelevant contexts, suggesting the necessity of control processes due to the high variability and 
contextual flexibility of ACs. In contrast, ATL was mostly engaged when the synonym was related 
to a coherent context, suggesting a representational role ([148]).  
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The clinical syndromes associated with difficulties with ACs are crucial to understand the 

mechanisms underlying ACs representation. A well-known double dissociation exists between deep 

dyslexia, characterized by more errors with ACs when reading aloud (e.g. ability to read “face” but 

not “faith”) ([158]), and semantic dementia, caused by the bilateral degeneration of ATLs, and 

herpex encephalitis ([159]) characterized by more errors with CCs (reverse concreteness effect) 

([160], [161]). This double dissociation fosters the hypothesis of the existence of two partially 

distinct systems, for CCs and for ACs processing ([135], [162], [163]). 

The pattern is however unclear since recent studies with controlled frequency reported that SD 

patients perform worse with abstract than with CCs ([161],[164], [165]), questioning the existence 

of this dissociation. Patterson, Lambon Ralph and collaborators have proposed the hub-and-spoke 

theory, according to which multimodal experiences encoded in distributed modality-specific regions 

(spokes) are then integrated by a transmodal hub located bilaterally in the anterior temporal lobes 

(ATL) ([153], [166]). Crucial evidence favoring this proposal derives from the neuropsychological 

study of semantic dementia (SD), associated with the selective damage of ATL. However, the data 

do not lead to unequivocal conclusions: according to some authors, SD involves regions distributed 

in the temporal and frontal cortex, and in subcortical regions ([167]). Some caution is necessary 

because of the limits of localization results, of the sparse fMRI results, and also because some 

evidence shows that semantic dementia spares some ACs, as the numerical ones ([168]; for 

discussions [169]; [170]; [167]; [171]; [172]).  

 

3.2.3. Deaf children and acquisition of ACs  
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The WAT view proposes that linguistically conveyed information is crucial for ACs representation. 

If this is the case, then according to WAT deaf children should have more selective difficulties in 

acquiring ACs than CCs. We review below some evidence obtained with deaf children that seems to 

support this prediction.  

Wauters et al. ([173]) compared reading comprehension of a large sample of deaf and hearing  

students between age 6 and 20. While reading comprehension in 1st class did not differ, later 

hearing children strongly outperformed deaf ones; the two groups showed no difference in word 

identification. The increase of comprehension difficulties with age can be due to the increasing 

necessity to master ACs, whose acquisition is mediated by language. Wauters et al. ([174]) tested 

deaf and hearing children between age 7 and 15 in a self-paced reading task. Results showed an 

advantage of the perceptually over linguistically acquired words for both groups (effect of MoA); 

this difference decreased over age only for hearing participants. Importantly, deaf and hearing 

participants differed only in reading linguistically acquired words and not perceptually acquired 

ones. Notice that the difficulties deaf children might have with ACs would derive from the 

insufficient exposition to acoustically conveyed information. Deaf children have however 

access to verbal information, and frequently also to information conveyed through sign 

languages. This study suggests that rich linguistic and social contexts are optimal to acquire 

ACs for children, and that acoustically conveyed information might be more effective than 

written explanations and texts. The importance of acoustic information might be more 

relevant in children, during the first phases of word acquisition, compared to later, when 

written sources might play a more important role. Even if the reported evidence is very 

promising, further research is necessary to further substantiate the hypothesis that poor exposition to 

linguistic acoustic stimuli determines selective difficulties in acquisition of ACs, as well as to 
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better understand the differences between acoustic and written sources in promoting 

learning. 

 

3.2.4. Autism spectrum disorders and ACs 

 

The WAT view proposes that a rich social context is more pivotal for the acquisition of ACs than of 

CCs. It hence predicts that difficulties in social interaction might lead to stronger difficulties in the 

acquisition and mastering of ACs than of CCs. Studies on autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) can be 

informative on the role of language and sociality in characterizing ACs, since ASD has been 

associated with difficulties in both social interaction and abstract conceptualization.7 Here we will 

highlight some aspects of the literature on ASD that might be relevant for the WAT proposal and 

deserve further investigation.  

 

Visualization. Autistic individuals perform better in visual than in verbal tasks, and in tasks 

involving pictures compared to words ([179]); results on many tasks (serial recall, false belief, 

visual search, spatial recall) converge in showing that they think in pictures, and use visual 

representations also in tasks that controls solve verbally ([180]). Not casually, a well-known autistic 

scientist reporting her own experience, entitles her book “Thinking in pictures” ([181]). 

                                                           
7 One of the most successful theories proposes that autism is a deficit of theory of mind (review: 
[175]), since the majority of autistic children fail false belief tests ([176]). However, the failure in 
such test is not predictive of autism; recent views propose that autistic children are rather 
characterized by a delay in ToM (meta-analysis in [177]). Moving from an embodied perspective, 
Gallagher ([178]) proposes the alternative interaction theory: children would be characterized from 
birth by the sensorimotor capability to perceive others’ intentions (primary intersubjectivity); from 
one year onward they would develop a secondary intersubjectivity, allowing them to engage in 
shared actions. ASD would hinder the basic intersubjective interaction characterized in primary and 
secondary intersubjectivity.  
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Consistently, rehabilitation programs generally benefit of the visual modality, for example using 

graphical organizers or virtual reality ([182]).  

Difficulty with ACs? Generally ASD is associated with difficulties in abstract conceptualization, 

likely also due to the need to visualize information. For example autistic children perform worse 

than 4-years-old controls with the mental state concept “believe”, and perform better in identifying 

a false map than a false belief ([183]).  There is some contrary evidence, but mainly limited to 

abstraction processes, not to abstractness.8  

 

Sociality deficit and difficulties with ACs. The social deficits characterizing autism might be due to 

a dysfunctional mirror neuron system ([188], [189]). Dapretto et al. ([190]) found that high-

functioning autistic children showed no mirror neuron activity in the IFG (pars opercularis). 

Crucially, IFG is one of the areas recruited during ACs processing ([133]). Parallels might exist 

between social competences, the capability to execute and perceive mouth movements, and that to 

use ACs.  

Verbal and auditory capacities. Highly relevant for WAT are studies on the relationship between 

autism, verbal and auditory capacities. Tager-Flusberg and Joseph ([191]) found a correlation 
                                                           
8 Eskes et al. ([184]) found no difference between autistic children and controls in a Stroop task 
with concrete and ACs. Hobson and Lee ([185]) asked participants to rate pictures and words, then 
to perform a word-picture matching task. Autistic individuals scored lower than controls on 
emotion-related items (e.g. horror), but not on social-items (e.g. sharing) and on abstract items. 
While the attempt to distinguish between social concepts, ACs and emotional concepts is highly 
interesting, the conclusions they draw should be taken with caution since the used ACs used include 
some superordinate concepts (coniferous), some emotional concepts (horror, surprise, delighted), 
some social concepts (disagreement, sharing, greeting). Further studies found no difference in 
categorization of basic and superordinate categories, regardless of whether they were represented 
with pictures or words ([186]). However, the study focuses on abstraction, not on abstractness. In 
categorization of animate and inanimate entities autistic children have a peculiar form of selective 
attention: they attend to dynamic relations endowed with causal connections (e.g. between legs and 
walking) but ignore other relations that might be important (e.g., entities with legs also possess 
eyes, wishes, and are alive) ([187]).  
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between low verbal IQ and lack of social interaction typical of autism in children aged 6-13. Recent 

proposals have emphasized that ASD children often experience abnormalities in hearing; this deficit 

can impair them in engaging in joint attention and joint action (review: [192]). The difficulty of 

autistic children with ACs could thus be due to their difficulty in exploiting the social and linguistic 

input. 

 

In sum: convergent evidence shows that ASD is associated both with difficulties with ACs 

acquisition, likely due to the necessity to visualize, with difficulties in social and interactive 

behavior ([193]). The deactivation of the Broca area typically associated to ACs processing in 

autistic individuals suggests a strict linkage between linguistic and social dimension. Consistently 

with our proposal, recent approaches in computational psychiatry interpret ASD as characterized by 

greater weight assigned to sensory information in updating probabilistic representations of the 

environment accompanied by the expectation of less changes in action ([194]). The social 

difficulties are interpreted in terms of how the environment is sampled, ascribing a minor role to 

action: the social-related features of the environment do not activate inferences as they typically do 

(for a review, see [195]). Even if the evidence we reviewed suggest a correlation between social 

difficulties and difficulties with ACs use, there is some divergent evidence, as that showing that 

performance of autistic individuals does not differ with basic concepts and more abstract 

superordinate concepts. Furthermore, there is a class of individuals who would seem to be an 

exception to our generalization: high-functioning individuals with an Autism Spectrum Disorder. 

Further research is thus needed, in order to better understand whether studies on autism fully 

confirm the hypothesis that we propose of a correlation between social behavior difficulties and 

capacity to use and process ACs. 

3.2.5. Language, sociality and the brain 
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Recent neuroimaging studies confirm the prediction of the WAT view that linguistic networks 

(phonological, semantic, auditory) and social cognition areas are specifically recruited during ACs 

processing. Neuropsychological studies confirm that the systems for CCs and ACs are not 

completely overlapping. Finally, literature on non-hearing children shows correlations between 

auditory impairment and later acquisition of ACs, and studies on autistic spectrum disorder indicate 

coexistent difficulties in social cognition and abstract conceptualization. Further studies with novel 

and sophisticated techniques (e.g. [196]) are needed to further explore relationship between 

linguistic and social network recruitment during ACs processing, and further research on 

acquisition and use of ACs in non-hearing participants and in autism is necessary to confirm the 

hypothesis that linguistic and social contexts are pivotal for ACs representation. 

 

3.3. Mouth activation with ACs 

In this section we will illustrate evidence showing that the activation of linguistic experience leads 

to activation of the mouth, and will discuss the mechanisms underlying such activation. We 

hypothesize that the more abstract concepts are and the more they involve metacognitive 

operations, the more the mouth is activated. We propose that the engagement of the mouth motor 

system might be required either to re-enact the experience of conceptual acquisition, to use inner 

speech to help us retrieve word meaning, or to prepare ourselves to refer to others that can 

complement our lacking knowledge [18]. 

 

3.3.1. Mouth activation and studies mimicking conceptual acquisition.  
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Studies mimicking the acquisition of novel concepts and words in adults demonstrated with a 

property verification task that responses with the hand were faster with CCs, referring to 

manipulable objects, while responses with the mouth were faster with ACs ([112]). A categorical 

recognition task demonstrated that being taught the category name and explained its meaning 

speeded up mouth but not hand responses ([113]). These findings confirm the association between 

linguistic learning and mouth activation, supporting the hypothesis that the oral motor system is 

engaged primarily with ACs.  

 

3.3.2. Mouth activation and rating tasks.  

 

The association between ACs and mouth activation was found also in explicit rating tasks in which 

participants were asked to associate abstract and concrete sentences and words to hand and mouth 

effectors. Ghio et al. [29] showed that, within abstract sentences, emotional sentences were 

associated both to hand and mouth, while math-related ones were preferentially linked to the hand, 

possibly due to the finger counting habit. Crucially, mental states sentences were related to the 

mouth, in line with WAT predictions.  

In two further rating studies with different databases ([108], [16]) Granito et al. [113] and Borghi 

and Zarcone [197] found that ACs were rated as more related to the mouth than to the hand than 

CCs (concrete food words were not considered). Both studies extend to words previous evidence 

on sentences, showing that mouth activation extends beyond mental states concepts to other kinds 

of ACs. Further research is needed to test whether mouth activation increases as the abstractness of 

concepts increases, since an inner metacognitive process is more required.   

 

3.3.3. Mouth activation leading to a processing facilitation.  
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The advantage of the mouth with ACs processing was found also in behavioral implicit tasks. The 

first behavioral study demonstrating with real words that ACs activate the mouth more than CCs 

was conducted by Borghi and Zarcone [197]. Participants had to decide whether abstract or 

concrete definitions matched with following ACs or CCs pressing a key either with the hand or with 

the mouth. Responses with the hand were overall faster due to the device used, but the difference 

between response times with the hand and the mouth was much smaller with ACs than with CCs.  

Mazzuca and Borghi (under review) (see also [198]) used a go-nogo paradigm in which participants 

responded by pressing a pedal with the foot; when catch-trials appeared they had to press a key that 

they held with the hand or the mouth (hand vs. mouth conditions). Contrary to our predictions no 

effect was present in a lexical decision task. Even though studies (e.g. [199] have demonstrated 

that semantics impacts lexical decision, it is possible that the effect was not so strong to 

emerge also in a task that did not require a semantic judgment. However, in an immediately 

subsequent word recognition task response times with ACs were faster in the mouth than in 

the hand condition, while the opposite was true with CCs and emotional words. Hence 

recognition is facilitated not only when the mouth is the response effector, but also when it is 

indirectly activated by holding a device with the mouth. These results also suggest that the mouth 

activation with ACs is flexibly modulated by the task: it emerges with a recognition task, while it is 

absent in a lexical decision task, likely because of the more superficial processing it involves.  

 

3.3.4. Mouth activation and studies with interference paradigms in adults  

 

Mouth activation could be simply a byproduct of ACs activation ([70]). To demonstrate its 

functional role, we used behavioral and neural interference paradigms.  
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Pleasantness and complexity ratings. Each time we process a word, we do not only simulate its 

meaning [200] but a simulation of its pronunciation also takes place, involving the oral motor 

system ([201], [202], [203], [204]). Topolinski and Strack ([69]) demonstrated that the increased 

fluency of pronunciation simulation, due to exposure, leads to an increased word pleasantness. This 

exposure effect disappears using interference tasks, as gum chewing, that impede the simulation to 

be formed  (see also [205], [206]). Borghi and Lugli (in preparation) asked participants to rate 

complexity and pleasantness of CCs and ACs. They were randomly assigned to one of three 

conditions: during the task execution they had either to squeeze a tennis ball and to chew a gum at 

the rhythm of a metronome or to suck a candy. We found the predicted interference effect, i.e. a 

decrease in pleasantness and an increase in complexity ratings for ACs compared to CCs in the gum 

chewing condition, that implies an active mouth movement. This interference suggests that the 

mouth activation plays a functional role during ACs processing, modifying their perceived 

pleasantness and difficulty. 

Articulatory suppression. Zannino, Fini, Benassi, Carlesimo and Borghi (in preparation) 

recently tested the functional role of the mouth activation in a behavioral task. Participants 

were required to decide whether words were abstract or concrete by pressing a pedal. 

Responses with ACs were significantly slower than with CCs when participants were assigned 

to an articulatory suppression condition, in which they had to pronounce “da da da” during 

words processing. No difference between ACs and CCs was present when participants 

manipulated a ball during the task. The results suggests that the involvement of the mouth 

plays a critical role during ACs processing, generating interference. Further studies are 

however necessary to better qualify both the mechanisms and the specific mouth movements 

involved in ACs processing.   
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TMS evidence. In a single pulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) study participants 

performed a sentence sensibility task on combinations of concrete and abstract verbs followed by 

abstract and concrete nouns (e.g. “to caress/ think of - the dog/idea”). Motor evoked potential 

results on the left primary motor cortex revealed greater peak-to-peak amplitude for CCs when the 

TMS pulse was delivered on the verb, for ACs when it was delivered on the noun. This result 

suggests that ACs processing involves activation of the primary motor cortex. The late hand 

activation for ACs was interpreted as a possible cascade effect of an initial mouth activation, 

occurring because of the contiguity of hand and mouth brain representation ([207], [208], [209]). 

Further TMS evidence testing directly the effects of the mouth stimulation on ACs processing is 

necessary to foster this interpretation. 

 

3.3.5. Mouth activation and studies on language acquisition and pacifier use.  

 

We recently found that extended use of pacifier (beyond age 3) has a long-term influence on 

conceptual development and selectively affects the acquisition of ACs. Premature children as 

well as children with health problems, hearing and language disorders were excluded from 

the sample. In a first study Barca et al. ([210]) asked 7-year-olds characterized by a different use of 

pacifier (no use; use until 2 years; use until 3 years; use beyond age 3) to define concrete, abstract 

and emotional concepts. While pacifier use did not influence the definition accuracy, it clearly 

affected the network of produced relations: children who never used the pacifier or used it until age 

2 distinguished clearly between concrete and ACs, while the distinction was not so sharp for 

children who used the pacifier beyond age 3. Late users of pacifier seemed to pay more attention 

to concrete aspects and less to social and emotional ones: they referred less to their experience, 
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to social and emotional situations, used less free associations, and used more exemplification and 

functional relations. Results support WAT: a late use of pacifier might have interfered with 

acquisition of ACs not allowing to simulate and/or re-explain their meaning through inner speech. 

Alternatively, the use of pacifier, hiding more the facial expression, might have impeded children to 

benefit of the social input, particularly crucial for ACs acquisition.  

In a further study ([211]) 8-year-olds were presented with concrete, abstract and emotive words and 

with animal words; they were required to press a button if they read words referring to animals. 

Children who had used the pacifier beyond age 3 were slower in processing ACs than CCs and 

emotional concepts. Importantly, children of the different groups did not differ in 

socioeconomic status. It is however possible that other variables (e.g. parenting style, 

breastfeeding) influence late pacifier use; we are now conducting further studies aimed at 

controlling the potential confounding role of these variables. Overall, results obtained so far 

suggest that the active involvement of the mouth due to extended use of pacifier affects the 

acquisition of ACs, changing the conceptual relations they evoke.  

 

3.3.6. Mouth activation and kinds of ACs 

Evidence described so far highlights that the mouth motor system is involved in ACs processing. 

However, different kinds of ACs exist, that are extremely different. We hypothesize that the 

advantage of the mouth activation compared to the activation of other effectors (hands in particular) 

is characteristics of all ACs, but is more marked for some ACs in particular. Specifically, we 

hypothesize that such mouth activation is particularly pronounced for pure abstract concepts, 

due to their high level of abstractness, and for mental state concepts, both because of their 

high level of abstractness and because their content invites metacognitive processing. Two pieces 

of evidence, behavioral and neural, seem to support this claim. Ghio et al. [29] found with explicit 
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ratings that participants associate mental state sentences more with the mouth than with other 

effectors. Their results show that participants think that also emotions activate the mouth effector, 

but also activate the hand, consistently with the idea that emotions involve the whole body. In a 

very recent paper Dreyer and Pulvermueller ([71]) demonstrated that passive reading of abstract 

emotional and mental nouns involves the face motor areas, similarly to what happens for food 

related words and to face-related action words. Importantly, however, the involvement of the mouth 

was particularly marked with mental nouns, consistently with the idea that, being evaluated as 

more abstract and involving more metacognitive processes, they might involve inner speech.  

 

3.3.7. Acoustic activation and ACs processing 

 

If language experience is crucial for ACs representation because of the re-enactment of the 

acquisition experience, then they should activate more also the acoustic modality. Obviously 

we do not intend here to neglect the importance of the visual modality (language can be read, 

not only listened to). However acoustically conveyed words might play a prominent role, 

especially during acquisition in children, as research on acquisition of ACs in deaf children 

suggests.   

Two experiments with the Extrinsic Simon task ([212], [213]) aimed at testing this hypothesis 

([214]). In Experiment 1 participants discriminated the ink color (i.e., green/blue) of ACs and CCs, 

in Experiment 2 they discriminated the gender of the voice (i.e., male/female) pronouncing ACs and 

CCs. Their task consisted in pressing one of two buttons associated to the hearing and visual 

modality through training. When participants had to choose the extrinsically auditory response in 

response to ACs (Auditory-Abstract condition) response times were faster compared to the other 

three conditions (Visual-Abstract; Auditory-Concrete; Visual-Concrete) in Experiment 1, and 
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slower in Experiment 2. The result of Experiment 2 can be due to an interference: modality specific 

attentional resources would be recruited both while perceiving the voice and simulating acoustic 

stimuli during responses with the auditory button. In sum, results from both experiments are 

compatible with the WAT suggestion that when we process ACs we internally reproduce their 

sound.  

 

3.3.8. Mechanisms underlying mouth and acoustic activation 

 

We have illustrated numerous behavioral studies indicating that ACs processing involves the 

activation of the mouth. ACs processing is characterized by a facilitation of the mouth responses. 

Consistently, actively using the mouth as during gum chewing interferes online with ACs, while the 

extended use of pacifier has an offline long-term effect on the conceptual relations evoked by ACs 

and their processing time. These interference effects suggest that the activation of the mouth does 

not simply play a side role. Results also show that ACs processing activates the acoustic system.  

The involvement of the mouth and of the acoustic modality suggest that, since ACs have 

heterogeneous exemplars and lack a single referent, language is activated. Different mechanisms 

might undergo such activation: a. re-enactment of the experience of their acquisition, for which the 

linguistic and social input was pivotal; b. simulation of pronouncing the word (e.g. [205]) and of the 

words statistically more associated to its meaning (as hypothesized by distributional statistics view, 

([215], [216]); c. social meta-cognition and inner speech: we would need to perform meta-cognitive 

processes and either to re-explain to ourselves word meaning through inner speech, or to prepare 

ourselves to ask the word meaning to others  
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These mechanisms are not necessarily in conflict and might co-occur, but further studies are needed 

to determine their different weight. Notice that, because that of abstract and concrete concepts is 

not a dichotomy, such mechanisms could also be used for CCs, but we propose that these 

mechanisms and the corresponding mouth activation are involved to a larger extent in 

processing ACs, because of their higher complexity, detachment from sensory modalities and 

absence of a clearly bounded and perceivable referent. We hypothesize that these mechanisms 

are more active, the more abstract the concepts are. We also hypothesize that the more concepts 

involve metacognitive processes, the more they are perceived as abstract.  

 

3.4. Variability of ACs across languages 

 

If language and the social context play a pivotal role for ACs representation, ACs should be more 

influenced by linguistic and cultural diversity than CCs. Let us make some examples (for more 

details, see [7], chapter 5; [217]). Crosslinguistic evidence has shown that, for CCs, there is a 

dissociation between naming and sorting tasks: for example, Chinese, Spanish and English speakers 

name containers differently but converge in sorting them into categories ([72]). Such a convergence 

is likely not present for ACs.  

As an example, consider the extensively investigated abstract concept of time. Numerous studies 

revealed that temporal concepts are influenced by different practices as the writing direction, and by 

the metaphors characterizing different languages. For example, in Western cultures time is related 

to the horizontal dimension, in Eastern culture to the vertical one ([218], [219]); for Greek and 

Swedish speakers estimates of time are more influenced by length, for English and Spanish 
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speakers by quantity ([220], [221])9. The effect of time spatialization is driven also by culturally 

entrenched biases and changes over development: since the Spanish culture is more future-oriented, 

Spanish more than Arabic participants intend the future as "ahead" and the past as "behind" ([222], 

[223]). Hence both language and entrenched cultural practices bias people to flexibly change their 

implicit way to spatialize time (reviews: [2]; [224]).  

Our impression is that, although all concepts are variable, the variability that characterizes abstract 

concepts such as “time” is far more pronounced than that characterizing concrete concepts as 

“ring”. Obviously, also concrete concepts as “ring” are grounded in different cultural practices, and 

our way to use and aesthetically appreciate “rings” is likely modulated by these differences. Still, 

the fact that the word “ring” refers to an object to wear on a body part, preferably the finger, is 

likely part of the ring representation that remains constant across cultures and languages. Hence, we 

do not contend that CCs are not influenced by different languages and cultural practices; we simply 

mean that part of their representation is likely to remain more stable compared to that of ACs, for 

which the contextual and linguistic influence is more prominent. This proposal needs to be 

substantiated by an extensive analysis of current literature and by further research. 

 

The whorfian idea that language shapes thought has recently obtained renewed attention (e.g., 

[225], [226], [227], [228]; [229]). Even if we are convinced that this idea holds in general, we 

propose that the effect of linguistic relativity augments particular at the increase of the abstractness 

level of words. Compared to concrete concepts, ACs should be more permeable and easily 

influenced first by the different languages, second by the different cultural milieus. One could 

object that there is plenty of evidence that linguistic differences influence categorization of color 

(e.g. [230], [231]), and that recent studies have found strong influences of the spoken language on 

                                                           
9 Consistently in a duration reproduction task in difficult discriminations Swedish speakers were 
misled by stimulus length, Spanish speakers by stimulus size/quantity. 
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the representation of odors (e.g. [232], [233]) and musical pitch (e.g. [234]). However, color, odor, 

musical pitch, have an ambiguous status: similarly to concrete concepts they refer to sensorial 

modalities, differently from them they do not have an object as referent. Similarly to “freedom”, 

“smell” cannot be seen, manipulated, held ([235]).  

This aspect of our proposal should be better substantiated with comparative empirical evidence and 

further developed, investigating how different spoken languages influence building and 

representation of CCs and ACs.  

 

Table 1. A summary of the evidence supporting the four tenets of the WAT proposal. 

 

Tenet 1:  
Social and linguistic 
acquisition  

Tenet 2:  
Brain representation: 
social and linguistic 
networks 

Tenet 3:  
Mouth activation with 
ACs 

Tenet 4: 
Variability across 
languages 

Infants: early 
comprehension of ACs 
at 10-14 months 
(development of social 
abilities) 
 
14-30 months: 
increased role of social 
input 
  
3-4, 5-6 years: reliance 
on reliable informants 
 
8-9 years: emotional 
bootstrapping 

fMRI, PET:  
recruitment of a 
linguistic and social 
circuit 
LIFG 
STS 
LMTG 
LSTG 

Evidence with studies 
mimicking conceptual 
acquisition on adults.  
 
Behavioral evidence 
with ratings tasks:  
higher association of 
ACs to the mouth, 
particularly of mental 
states 

Studies on the 
notion of time: 
variability across 
languages, 
writing 
directions, and 
culture 

AoA:  
late acquisition of ACs 
 
MoA: 
linguistic acquisition of 
ACs 

ERP: N400 concreteness 
effect: less activation of 
visual areas for CCs, 
more semantic control 
for ACs 

Facilitation: faster RTs 
of ACs with mouth 
responses 
 
 

 

Acquisition of novel Double dissociation: Interference:  
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categories in adults: 
role of language 
 
Interpretation of 
mystery words in 
videos by adults: 
syntactic bootstrapping 
 
  

partially separated 
systems between ACs 
and CCs? 
But controversial results 
 
Autistic spectrum 
disorder: problems with 
both sociality and 
abstractness 
 
Non hearing children: 
more difficulty with 
acquisition of abstract 
concepts 

Online interference: 
with active mouth 
moving (gum chewing) 
perceived pleasantness 
of ACs decreases and 
perceived complexity 
increases 
Online interference: 
articulatory 
suppression renders 
processing of abstract 
concepts slower 
 
TMS evidence: the 
hand motor system is 
activated later with 
ACs. Possible cascade 
effect of a previous 
mouth activation 
 
Long-term interference: 
prolonged pacifier use 
influences definitions of 
ACs in 6-year-olds and 
leads to slower RTs 
with ACs in 8-year-
olds.

 

 

4. Comparison with previous theories 

 

In the next section we will briefly outline similarities and differences of WAT from previous 

proposals (review: [2]). 

Classical views. The Contextual availability view (CAT; e.g. [23], [236]) and the Dual Coding 

Theory (DCT; e.g. [22], [237]) were the two dominant views on ACs. According to CAT we 

process and recall better CCs because ACs are associated to a wider number of contexts, but in a 

weaker manner, rendering their access more difficult. Similarly to CAT, WAT takes into account 
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the heterogeneity of ACs; differently from CAT it is an embodied view and it underlines how labels 

help keeping together heterogeneous category members, overcoming contextual heterogeneity. 

Assigning importance to both sensorimotor and linguistic experience WAT takes inspiration by 

DCT (WAT highlights the role of social experience too). DCT is supported by behavioral, fMRI 

(e.g. [133]), and EEG evidence (e.g. [238], [239], [240], [241]) showing that CCs activate modality-

specific images for shapes, sounds, actions and interoceptive information, while ACs recruit the 

verbal system. Some recent studies have however shown that abstractness/concreteness is not 

explained by imageability, as argued by DCT, but by a different degree of perceptual strength ([9]). 

A major limitation of DCT is the claim that ACs are characterized only by verbal representations, 

while WAT contends, in line with much evidence, that linguistic information characterizes more 

ACs, but all concepts are also grounded, even if in different degrees, in perception-action.  

 

Distributional views. Distributional and embodied views are typically contrasting approaches to 

semantic memory ([242]), even if recently hybrid approaches are emerging ([243]; [244], [216]). 

Distributional views ([215], [245]) intend word meaning as derived by the network of associated 

words. Since both CCs and ACs have linguistic associates, ACs do not posit a specific problem for 

these views. We believe that the intuition of distributional theories that meaning is captured by 

statistics is fruitful, in particular for ACs, associated to a richer linguistic - but also social and inner 

- experience ([245], [246], [247], [248]). Distributional theories are however limited by the symbol 

grounding problem ([249], [250]): to allow full comprehension of meaning the symbols need to 

refer to their referent, and not only to other symbols. In keeping with this view, according to WAT 

only part of meaning is captured through statistics and the re-enactment of situated experience is 

necessary to fully grasp words meaning; in addition, language cannot be reduced to 
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decontextualized word associations but should be conceived more holistically, in strong association 

with the social context. 

 

Embodied views. WAT’s tenet that ACs are grounded in perception-action system is clearly in line 

with EG views. However, WAT has both similarities and differences from other EG theories.  

 

The motor theory emphasizes the similarities between CCs and ACs, and is supported by evidence 

showing for example that both passing the pizza/the news activate a directional movement ( [251], 

[252], [253]; [39]; [254]). WAT shares with the motor view the idea that ACs are grounded in the 

sensorimotor system, but differently from it, it contends that the meaning of ACs is not exhausted 

through their grounding but relies also on linguistic and social experience, in different degrees 

depending on the abstractness level.  

WAT also has many similarities with the conceptual metaphor view of ACs, according to which 

ACs are mapped onto concrete domains ([255], [256], [219], [257], [258]; for reviews [259], [224]. 

The evidence supporting this view is compelling, but it cannot always be generalized, and in many 

cases metaphors do not exhaust the meaning of ACs ([260]). For example, how can the notion of 

metaphysics be explained by such a view? Ascribing a major role to the linguistic and social 

experience, WAT represents thus an extension of both the motor and the conceptual metaphor view 

that has the potential to explain the representation of a wider range of abstract concepts.  

 

The introspective view,  according to which ACs are represented referring to social aspects of 

situations and introspection ([261]; [14]), has numerous similarities with WAT. Both theories 

assume that ACs are grounded in situations, and emphasize the importance of social aspects and of 

inner grounding for their representation. A further subtle aspect links these two theories. The higher 
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activation of the mouth we found with ACs could be the embodied counterpart of the metacognitive 

processes, particularly when they are phenomenally mediated by introspection as proposed by 

B&W.  

 

In underlining the importance of the social context for ACs, WAT was strongly inspired by Prinz’s 

([262], [263]) sign-tracking view. His important contribution consists in highlighting that, while 

ACs might be grounded in perception, action, and emotional systems, to learn them we might need 

to track definitions provided by others, particularly if they are authoritative in a given domain.  

 

Multiple representation views. Multiple representation views propose that sensorimotor but also 

emotional, social and linguistic experience contribute in grounding ACs. They represent a great 

novelty in recent literature ([264], [32]. WAT is clearly one of this theories – its peculiar 

contribution consists in underlining how acquisition influences conceptual representation, in 

highlighting the importance both of linguistic and social experience and in hypothesizing that they 

affect the body.  

 

Even if not specifically focused on ACs, the LASS view was very inspiring for us because it was 

the first influential theory considering both sensorimotor and linguistic experience [265], [266]. 

According to LASS only simulations grant access to meaning, but in linguistic shallow tasks (e.g. 

lexical decision) linguistic information can work as a shortcut, allowing fast responses ([267]). WAT 

departs from LASS since it does not consider language only a shortcut to meaning: in line with 

hybrid views, linguistic associations contribute in capturing meaning together with sensorimotor 

experience. 
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The influential Affective Embodiment Account ([15], [268], [269], [270], [271]) shares a lot with 

WAT. Similarly to WAT, it stresses the role of both sensorimotor and emotional grounding of ACs 

(see converging evidence: [272], [273], [274], [275], [276]). Similarly to WAT, it focuses on 

acquisition, underlying how learning emotional words can have a bootstrapping role for ACs 

learning. There are a number of differences, though. First, WAT focuses more on the differences 

between kinds of ACs, due to different combinations of sensorimotor, interoceptive, social and 

linguistic experience in their representation. Second, WAT puts more emphasis on linguistic 

experience and its embodied counterpart, the oral system activation. Finally, WAT stresses more the 

social experience characterizing ACs acquisition. In the framework of WAT, the emotional 

activation of ACs could be a byproduct of their peculiar acquisition modality. 

  

The model initially proposed by Paivio has been recently re-proposed, in a more embodied version, 

by Dove ([138], [56], [277], [278]). According to him, we take advantage of the fact that language is 

an external amodal symbol system that we learn to manipulate in an embodied and grounded way. 

The similarity of WAT with Dove’s view, that underlines the role of language as a medium for 

thought, is very strong. Differently from Dove, we do not stress the amodal character of language 

representation and focus on the importance of linguistic acquisition and on the embodied 

counterpart of linguistic involvement, i.e. the activation of the mouth motor system. 

 

The hub-and-spoke theory of semantic memory ([153], [166]), not specifically focused on ACs, 

assumes the existence of both modality specific cortices and of a single amodal hub, localized in the 

anterior temporal lobe (ATL). In their Dynamic Multilevel Reactivation Framework Reilly et al. 

([279]) propose that multiple cortical hubs mediate the relationship between amodal and 

sensorimotor information. Some evidence inspired by this theory points to the importance of 
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linguistic and acoustic information for ACs ([161]), perfectly in line with WAT. However, in our 

more embodied view a common amodal region where modality-specific information converges is 

not necessary ([167]), even if there might be high-level convergence zones ( [280], [281]) that 

support processes such as simulation, recall, and prediction ([282]). 

 

5. Towards a conceptual framework on learning and grounding of ACs 

 

WAT theory makes a number of novel proposals on how ACs are learned and the type of stimuli 

that are most important for grounding them. We have reviewed a large body of evidence that 

provides support for this hypothesis; however, there are several important predictions of WAT that 

remain to be tested empirically. Specifying the WAT theory in a formal way can contribute to 

further refine its predictions.  

As a first step in this direction, in this section we sketch a conceptual model that contextualizes 

WAT within current theories of embodied representation and predictive processing in the brain. 

From a Bayesian perspective, one can view concepts as rich generative models that probabilistically 

connect inner (hidden) variables (e.g. the concept of bottle) to observable streams of exteroceptive, 

proprioceptive or interoceptive information ([283], [284], [285]; see Figure 2). These models are 

called generative because they afford multimodal predictions, such as the prediction of how a bottle 

looks like and what we can do with it - which is consistent with the idea of concepts as situated 

simulations in embodied and grounded cognition ([35]). Importantly, generative models also 

include conditional (e.g., action-dependent) information and thus they permit predicting how the 

bottle moves when we rotate it (a motor-sensory contingency) or to anticipate its freshness in case 

we drink from it (a motor-interoceptive contingency). One can extend the same line of arguments to 

encompass social contingencies or cultural practices, such as the likelihood of finding a bottle in a 
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supermarket, the expected reactions of others if one drinks from a bottle in public - or even the 

expected effects of uttering the sentence “give me a bottle”.  

 

Not only these generative models afford the prediction of expected observations given a hidden 

state (e.g., what I should see when there is a bottle in front of me), but also the opposite operation: 

the (Bayesian) inference of the hidden state (e.g., a bottle) that is more compatible with my current 

sensations (e.g., seeing something transparent) and prior or contextual knowledge (e.g., I am in a 

supermarket). This sort of inference can be cast either as a passive (evidence accumulation) process 

or a more active (hypothesis sampling) process; in both cases, it permits inferring the (hidden) 

causes of sensations, and it is at the core of Bayesian treatments of perception and action ([253]). 

But for this, obviously, one needs to construct the model (and the hidden concept of "bottle") in the 

first place. This is important because the process of acquisition (and thus the content) of models - 

aka concept learning or concept induction - might be fundamentally different for CCs and ACs.  

 

Current Bayesian models describe category formation and word learning as inductive problems of 

the same kind as explained above: one in which the objective is to infer the best hidden cause (e.g., 

the concept of a container) given the exemplars encountered (e.g., instances of bottles). This is an 

incremental process, in which as new exemplars (e.g., of items such as bottles or the word bottle) 

are encountered, they are assigned to existing categories (e.g., semantic categories such as 

containers) - or novel categories are formed if no existing categories can accommodate them ([286], 

[287], [288], [289]). These models focus principally on CCs and highlight the importance of 

integrating various sources of evidence, including perceptual evidence and social information such 

as the gaze or even the intention of a teacher (e.g., to resolve uncertainty about the reference of a 

given word like bottle).  
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Importantly, Bayesian inference requires this multimodal integration of information to be dependent 

on the relative precision (inverse variance) of the information sources: the more an information 

source is precise, the more it is used for model induction and inference. This becomes relevant 

because the statistics of the information to be included in generative models for CCs and ACs - and 

the way we acquire or sample this information - is different (see Figure 3). For most CCs, stable and 

reliable perceptual evidence and motor-sensory contingencies exist, which can form the basis of 

efficacious generative models. In contrast, exemplars of ACs are often perceptually more diverse, 

but may correspond to more stable interoceptive information, as in the case of most emotional 

concepts or metacognitive information for concepts like “truth”, “confidence” or “trust” (see 

below). Furthermore, ACs may entail more stable social contingencies including word use (e.g., the 

prediction of uttering the sentence "I want to be free" in front of a supervisor) than motor-sensory 

contingencies (except perhaps contingencies that guide inner speech, see below) - given the 

prominent social and linguistic contribution to learning, using and practicing ACs. For this, even if 

there is nothing fundamentally different in the mechanisms of multimodal integration and 

(Bayesian) learning of CCs and ACs, the generative models underlying ACs might be more shaped 

by (or grounded into) rich social, linguistic or interoceptive information than CCs. One can thus use 

the same arguments about generative models for “bottles” or other concepts that are perceptually 

rich and for concepts that do not have (stable) perceptual referents but entail stable interoceptive 

contingencies (e.g., the concept of “fear” in the case of a Bogeyman [290,291] or other emotional 

concepts [292]). 

 

The same framework can also be used to encompass another source of information, which stems 

from the monitoring of the internal functioning of inferential processes: metacognitive information 
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([293]). One useful illustration is (the sense of) confidence - a widely studied metacognitive 

judgment about the quality of one's decisions. Numerous studies show that humans and animals are 

able to rapidly assess the confidence in their choices, and use this information to guide adaptive 

decisions. Importantly, according to some theories confidence estimation would be based on the 

metacognitive monitoring of the state of own decision system at decision time, e.g., the subject 

reports high confidence if his/her decision system has much more evidence in favor of the selected 

versus the unselected option ([294]). We hypothesize that the same metacognitive information can 

be used to build generative models of certain ACs and to ground them. Concepts that might be (at 

least partially) grounded in this way are, for example, “confidence”, “conviction”, and “self-

esteem”, and “trust” ([295]). Along similar lines, Barsalou ([35]) has proposed that the grounding of 

some ACs such as “truth” depend on the monitoring of internal, inferential processes, such as the 

successful (or unsuccessful) matching of expectations and sensations. Within a Bayesian 

framework, these and other metacognitive signals would not be fundamentally different from other 

kinds of (exteroceptive, proprioceptive, interoceptive) information - except for the fact that they 

would result from the monitoring of own inferential processes rather than, say, from the processing 

of visual or auditory stimuli - and would comply to the same kind of precision-modulated inference 

and (multimodal) model learning dynamics introduced above. Metacognitive signals would possibly 

play a prominent role in the grounding of some ACs that - like in the examples of “confidence” and 

“truth” above - have specific referents in the functioning of cognitive inferential systems. 

 

There is a rather subtle consequence of Bayesian learning of ACs conceived in this way. The 

Bayesian mechanism of precision-weighting of information suggests that one should use 

different kinds of information to learn (or to infer) CCs versus ACs. As highlighted by Quine [296], 

there is a ubiquitous problem of indeterminacy of reference when we hear a word like "bottle" - 
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which may refer to the container, its color, part of it such as its stopper, etc. If one casts category 

induction (and model learning) as active, hypothesis-testing processes [297,298], one should resolve 

this indeterminacy problem by preferentially sampling the most precise source of information. For 

most CCs, this usually includes a combination of linguistic and perceptual (or perceptual-motor) 

information. For example, we consistently hear the word “bottle” in combination with various other 

containers and drinks, while we hear the word “stopper” when we see someone opening the bottle, 

so we rule out the hypothesis that stopper refers to the bottle as a whole. This would imply that we 

should attend to specific aspect of the sensory-motor situation to learn a reliable generative model. 

In contrast, imagine hearing the word “fantasy” while observing two babies interacting with objects 

and building towers. Here, we face the same indeterminacy problem: does the word refer to the 

babies' characteristics, to the towers, or to what? Since in this case we cannot resolve the 

indeterminacy problem by (preferentially) focusing on specific sensory-motor detail of the situation, 

we should disregard them - and focus instead on linguistic and social input provided by others to 

determine the categorical referents. More generally, Bayesian inference and hypothesis testing rest 

on a form of gain (or salience) control of perception that entails preferentially attending 

(disregarding) the most (least) precise sources of information; and this should produce appreciable 

differences during the acquisition of specific CCs and ACs that rest more on (say) perceptual versus 

social contingencies.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 (realized after Bastos et al. [283]). This figure shows an example of the generative model 

that underlies (and grounds) a concrete concept: bottle. In a probabilistic framework, generative 
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models describe how exteroceptive, interoceptive and proprioceptive sensations are caused. 

Intuitively, this figure illustrates the fact that the concept of a bottle links to systematic patterns of 

e.g., visual, proprioceptive and auditory stimuli (blue nodes); and the generative model represents 

the causal dependencies between factors that cause these sensations, such as for example the fact 

that if I execute a drinking action (in the presence of a bottle of water), I should expect a 

characteristic pattern of proprioceptive, tactile and interoceptive sensations (e.g., the movements of 

my arm and the taste of water) - i.e., a sensory-motor-interoceptive contingency - or the fact that 

pouring water produces a characteristic pattern of coordinated acoustic and visual sensations - i.e., a 

visuo-auditory contingency. The same model also permits planning individual actions such as 

pouring or drinking, as well as social actions such as giving a bottle to somebody else - and to 

predict the multimodal effects of these actions. In this illustration, blue nodes represent sensations 

in various modalities, whereas red and black nodes represent the so-called hidden (non-observable) 

nodes of the model, which come in two varieties. Red nodes represent hidden causes (e.g., uni- or 

multi-modal percepts), which model stable causes such as the presence of something red or a bottle 

in front of me; and black nodes represent hidden states, which model dynamical events and the 

changes caused by the interactions among causes (e.g., sensory changes due to moving a bottle). 

The arrows represent the conditional dependencies among hidden and observable variables - or the 

way these hidden causes and states generate observable exteroceptive, interoceptive and 

proprioceptive sensations. In other words, the generative model maps from causes (e.g., concepts) 

to consequences (e.g., visual or auditory sensations), much like the idea of a situated simulation in 

embodied cognitive theory; and its inversion (using Bayes rule) permits to infer the latent cause of 

current sensations, e.g., that there is a bottle in front of me. Here, the concept of a bottle is at the 

apex of the (simplified) hierarchy, which means that it integrates the various multimodal streams. 

As denoted by colored triangles, these information streams may come from both individual (green) 
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and social (orange) interactions. Note that the figure is simplified in many respects, and only shows 

sample nodes and causal dependencies for the sake of simplicity. For example, in this figure many 

aspects that are plausibly part and parcel of the concept of a bottle (including linguistic and social 

aspects, such as e.g., a contingency between donating a bottle to somebody thirsty and feeling good) 

are omitted. A more formal treatment of the generative model shown in this figure (along with 

differential equations that describe the model dependencies) can be found in Bastos et al. [250]. See 

also [299,300]. 

 

Figure 3. This figure shows an example of the generative model that underlies (and grounds) an 

abstract concept like “freedom”. This figure uses the same format as the previous one. The overall 

logic of the model (and concept grounding) is exactly the same as for concrete objects. Similarly to 

concrete concepts, the abstract concept “freedom” might activate the five sensory modalities ([9]), 

interoception ([10]) as well as proprioception: for example, if it re-enacts a scene like lying on the 

grass with friends and looking at the sky, it might evoke the tactile sensation of the freshness of the 

grass near our body, while if it re-enacts the scene of freeing ourselves from a rope it might re-enact 

the proprioceptive information on our body parts constrained by a rope. Compared to the figure on 

concrete concepts, here we have emphasized some aspects that are more specific for abstract 

concepts like the importance of the social dimension (e.g., dialoguing) of inner speech and of the 

resulting mouth proprioception, and of metacognitive processes; the linkage of the concept of 

freedom to a very heterogeneous set of (for example) visual sensations. 

 

6. Conclusion: Toward a unified theory of ACs 
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Multiple representation views come very close to overcome some of the major problems impeding 

previous attempts to formulate a unifying theory of ACs. Within multiple representation views, 

WAT offers a particularly promising perspective. We summarize below its main contributions and 

limitations and we identify open issues for future research.  

  

Multiple (grounded) representations. ACs activate multiple representations. Beside sensorimotor 

experiences, according to WAT such representations are grounded on linguistic, social, 

interoceptive and metacognitive information. This view has the potential to account for the 

representation of different kinds of ACs, from emotions to numerical to mental and social concepts 

since the extent of their grounding in perception and action, sociality, interoception etc. might 

differ.  

Once determined which typologies of ACs exist, precise predictions taking into account which 

modality is mostly relevant to characterize different ACs should be advanced and tested. For 

example, preliminary data (Villani et al., under review; submitted) show that the activation of 

linguistic information characterizes more “pure” ACs, likely because their complexity and 

heterogeneity require inner brain operations that might be tracked possibly through inner speech10. 

 

Development. So far the literature on conceptual acquisition and on conceptual representation have 

been kept separate. WAT bridges the most promising results on conceptual development with 

behavioral and neuroscientific results on ACs use and representation in adults. We have sketched a 

possible way in which ACs are acquired, taking into account the embodied experience of interacting 

with the physical environment but also with others, and the role of language.  

                                                           
10 Linguistic information is likely less relevant for numerical concepts, but this might change 
considering high numbers and use of numbers in a second language.  
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Many questions remain however unanswered. It should be determined to what extent the modality 

of acquisition of words influences their brain representation, and the respective weight of the first 

acquisition of ACs and of the successive learning experiences, in which ACs meaning is extended 

to new contexts. Furthermore, it should be comprehended whether acquisition and re-explanation 

through inner speech involve also simulating the cooperation of others to re-hearse word 

explanations. For example, does the association of acoustic information with ACs mean that we 

simulate the word pronunciation or that we reenact the social context of word acquisition?  

 

Language. WAT puts a strong emphasis on the role of language for ACs acquisition. According to 

WAT language is not only a way to index referents ([242]), a shortcut to access meaning ([265]), or 

a way to access meaning through words associations, as argued by distributional theories ([215]). 

Language is all this, but it is also more: words are tools helping us to perform actions and change 

our social environment ([301], [302], [303]), means to improve our thought abilities ([57]; [111]), to 

control our behavior ([54]), to formulate predictions against which sensory information can be 

evaluated ([304]), to form categories ([24]).  

The potentialities of language are maximally exploited in representing ACs: labels can help us to 

glue together the heterogeneous members of ACs ([7]), and inner speech can improve the capability 

of our brain to track information on internal states and processes and to introspectively look at 

ourselves ([261]). Further research is needed to understand the role played by inner grounding, its 

relation with inner speech, and to verify whether the weight of inner grounding and language are 

particularly relevant for some kinds of ACs (e.g. for mental states more than for numerical 

concepts). 
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We have seen that linguistic and social brain networks are recruited during ACs processing. 

However, contrasting views are present, and further research is needed to identify the possible 

functional roles of the different circuits, and their decay with age.  

Another issue is that most studies on ACs consider isolated words. Research is needed, aimed to 

explore the role of linguistic context. Does the presence of context reduce the abstractness of 

concepts, hence the activation of linguistic information11? 

Finally, we propose that from the strict linkage between ACs and language derives a higher 

variability of ACs across languages. Further research is needed to substantiate this claim.  

 

Sociality. According to WAT, the social context plays a crucial role for ACs acquisition, and 

mastering of ACs requires the development of social competences as the ability to identify reliable 

information sources. Further studies are needed to verify the relative importance of social and 

emotional experience for word learning. For example, “anguish” is a strongly emotional word and 

“truth” is not, but both concepts might be acquired in an emotionally rich social context. In other 

words: emotions pertain more to grounding, sociality pertains both grounding but also the context 

of acquisition. Importantly, the different weight of emotional and social grounding might depend 

also on the considered ACs. For example, Catricala’ et al. ([305]) demonstrated that patients with 

primary progressive aphasia were impaired only in social concepts, and Alzheimer’s disease 

patients had difficulties with all ACs but not with emotion concepts.  

We hypothesize that word abstractness and use of linguistic information are correlated. Is 

abstractness also highly correlated to social information, since linguistic and social experience 

are strictly interwoven during acquisition? 

 

                                                           
11 Question raised by Jesse Prinz, Berlin 2016. 
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Embodiment. We have described evidence showing that the mouth is more activated during ACs 

processing. Results with interfering paradigms suggest that the motor system activation plays a 

fundamental functional role. However, such activation does not seem to involve all kinds of ACs – 

for example, numerical concepts activate more the hand ([29]). We hypothesize this is likely due 

to finger counting experience ([306], [307]), and that using numbers higher than 10, typically 

perceived as more abstract, the involvement of the mouth would increase Further research is 

needed to determine whether the recruitment of the oral motor system is constitutive for 

comprehension, and whether and how it is modulated by task and kind of ACs.  

 

Inner grounding. According to WAT, ACs are grounded on perceptual systems that detect 

information on the inside world. While the role of emotional processes has been underlined (e.g. 

[276], we focused in particular on metacognitive processes. Specifically, we predict that 

metacognitive processes are related to mental states concepts, and that such processes are related to 

the activation of the mouth effector. Recent evidence is consistent with this approach. Dreyer and 

Pulvermueller ([71]) have shown that mental words strongly activate face/articulator (but not 

hand/arm) motor cortex and elicit similar dynamics in inferior frontal and superior temporal cortex. 

Importantly, as emphasized by the authors, these perisylvian language areas share the activation 

pattern with articulatory motor cortex.  

We also propose that another form of metacognition, that we call “social metacognition”, 

characterizes more abstract than concrete concepts (for further development of these arguments, see 

Borghi et al. [18]). In the case of ACs, we might realize more often that our knowledge is not 

adequate, and that we might need the help of competent others to complement our knowledge 

([262]; [308]). Further research is needed to further investigate how different kinds of metacognitive 
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processes are related to different kinds of ACs, and how metacognition is linked to imagery and 

abstractness (see Figure 4). 

 

Kinds of abstract concepts. While multiple kinds of ACs exist, so far they have been typically 

considered as a unitary whole (see for exceptions [28], [309], [29], [310], [31], not exhaustive 

list). The literature dedicated to specific kinds of abstract concepts, such as emotional, 

numerical, social, aesthetic, causal ACs is increasing (see section of the recent special issue by 

Borghi et al. [32] dedicated to this: [30], [311], [312], [313], [314], [315], [33], [316]). A careful and 

fine-grained investigation of the different kinds of ACs, of their similarities and differences, 

and of their representation, is however currently missing ([32], [33], [34], Villani et al., 

submitted, under review). Further research is needed, to investigate the mechanisms 

underlying processing of all kinds of abstract concepts, and those that are activated 

specifically for some kinds of ACs (e.g. interoception for inner states and emotional ACs). A 

further limitation of the current literature that need to be addressed and solved in future 

research is the lack of unitary methodological criteria to select abstract concepts: some studies 

used questionnaires on imageability, others on abstractness/concreteness, but evidence has 

shown that these two dimensions are correlated but not equivalent [15].  

 

Figure 4. Our hypothesis on the distribution of different kinds of perceptual information, i.e. 

exteroceptive (including proprioceptive), interoceptive and metacognitive information - for  

different kinds of ACs (not exhaustive list).  

 

To conclude: WAT aims to predict and explain results on acquisition and use of ACs in infants, 

children and adults, on ACs brain representation, and on ACs variability across natural languages. It 
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aims to take into account the differences between ACs but at the same time be sufficiently general 

to offer an explanation for all kinds of ACs, and to focus both on mechanisms and on ACs’ content. 

The Bayesian model we developed in section 5 is a first step in this direction, but further work is 

needed to refine it, support it, or disconfirm it.  
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1. A sketch of the development of ACs, in which both the perceptual and social/linguistic 

input play a major role, but the distribution varies with age with an increase of the role of the 

social/linguistic input.  

 

Figure 2 (realized after Bastos et al. [283]). This figure shows an example of the generative model 

that underlies (and grounds) a concrete concept: bottle. In a probabilistic framework, generative 

models describe how exteroceptive, interoceptive and proprioceptive sensations are caused. 

Intuitively, this figure illustrates the fact that the concept of a bottle links to systematic patterns of 

e.g., visual, proprioceptive and auditory stimuli (blue nodes); and the generative model represents 

the causal dependencies between factors that cause these sensations, such as for example the fact 

that if I execute a drinking action (in the presence of a bottle of water), I should expect a 

characteristic pattern of proprioceptive, tactile and interoceptive sensations (e.g., the movements of 

my arm and the taste of water) - i.e., a sensory-motor-interoceptive contingency - or the fact that 

pouring water produces a characteristic pattern of coordinated acoustic and visual sensations - i.e., a 

visuo-auditory contingency. The same model also permits planning individual actions such as 

pouring or drinking, as well as social actions such as giving a bottle to somebody else - and to 

predict the multimodal effects of these actions. In this illustration, blue nodes represent sensations 

in various modalities, whereas red and black nodes represent the so-called hidden (non-observable) 

nodes of the model, which come in two varieties. Red nodes represent hidden causes (e.g., uni- or 

multi-modal percepts), which model stable causes such as the presence of something red or a bottle 

in front of me; and black nodes represent hidden states, which model dynamical events and the 

changes caused by the interactions among causes (e.g., sensory changes due to moving a bottle). 
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The arrows represent the conditional dependencies among hidden and observable variables - or the 

way these hidden causes and states generate observable exteroceptive, interoceptive and 

proprioceptive sensations. In other words, the generative model maps from causes (e.g., concepts) 

to consequences (e.g., visual or auditory sensations), much like the idea of a situated simulation in 

embodied cognitive theory; and its inversion (using Bayes rule) permits to infer the latent cause of 

current sensations, e.g., that there is a bottle in front of me. Here, the concept of a bottle is at the 

apex of the (simplified) hierarchy, which means that it integrates the various multimodal streams. 

As denoted by colored triangles, these information streams may come from both individual (green) 

and social (orange) interactions. Note that the figure is simplified in many respects, and only shows 

sample nodes and causal dependencies for the sake of simplicity. For example, in this figure many 

aspects that are plausibly part and parcel of the concept of a bottle (including linguistic and social 

aspects, such as e.g., a contingency between donating a bottle to somebody thirsty and feeling good) 

are omitted. A more formal treatment of the generative model shown in this figure (along with 

differential equations that describe the model dependencies) can be found in Bastos et al. [250]. 

[1] 

Figure 3. This figure shows an example of the generative model that underlies (and grounds) an 

abstract concept: freedom. This figure uses the same format as the previous figure. The overall logic 

of the model (and concept grounding) is exactly the same as for concrete objects. Similarly to 

concrete concepts, the abstract concept “freedom” might activate the five sensory modalities ([9]), 

interoception ([11], [10]) as well as proprioception [261]: for example, if it re-enacts a scene like 

lying on the grass with friends and looking at the sky, it might evoke the tactile sensation of the 

freshness of the grass near our body, while if it re-enacts the scene of freeing ourselves from a rope 

it might re-enact the proprioceptive information on our body parts constrained by a rope. Compared 

to the figure on concrete concepts, here we have emphasized some aspects that according to WAT 
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are more specific for abstract concepts. e.g., the importance of the social dimension (e.g., 

dialoguing) of inner speech and of the resulting mouth proprioception, and of metacognitive 

processes; the linkage of the concept of freedom to a very heterogeneous set of (for example) visual 

sensations. 

 

Figure 4. Our hypothesis on the distribution of different kinds of perceptual information, i.e. 

exteroceptive (including proprioceptive), interoceptive and metacognitive information - for  

different kinds of Acs (not exhaustive list).  
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